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Abstract In pattern classification problem, one trains a clas-
sifier to recognize future unseen samples using a training
dataset. Practically, one should not expect the trained classi-
fier could correctly recognize samples dissimilar to the train-
ing dataset. Therefore, finding the generalization capability
of a classifier for those unseen samples may not help in
improving the classifiers accuracy. The localized generaliza-
tion error model was proposed to bound above the general-
ization mean square error for those unseen samples similar to
the training dataset only. This error model is derived based on
the stochastic sensitivity measure(ST-SM)of the classifiers.
We present the ST-SMS for various Gaussian based classifi-
ers: radial basis function neural networks and support vector
machine in this paper. At the end of this work, we compare the
decision boundaries visualization using the training samples
yielding the largest sensitivity measures and the one using
support vectors in the input space.

Keywords Generalization error · Stochastic sensitivity
measure · Support vector machine with gaussian kernel ·
Radial basis function neural network · Support vector ·
Most sensitive vector · Decision boundary visualization

1 Introduction

One trains a classifier to deal with a pattern classification
problem. The training accuracy of this classifier indicates
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how good it learnt from the training dataset. However, how
good will this classifier performs for the future unseen sam-
ples? Therefore, this is important to know the generalization
capability of the classifier. Unfortunately, one does not have
the knowledge of neither the real input–output mapping func-
tion nor the real distribution of the input features. In current
literatures, analytical models and empirical cross-validations
are the two most widely adopted techniques to estimate the
generalization capability of the classifier. In this work, we
focus on the classifiers with Gaussian kernel functions, i.e.,
radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) and support
vector machine (SVM).

Empirical cross-validation splits the training dataset into
K disjoint sets. K RBFNNs with M number of hidden neurons
being trained. The i th RBFNN is trained using all the disjoint
sets except the i th one and it is left for finding the validation
error of this RBFNN. The average of all these K validation
error is used to estimate the generalization error for RBFNN
with M hidden neurons. The beauty of this method is that
true target outputs are used in the validation sets. However,
the RBFNN M hidden neurons may yield a high variance in
the generalization error. That is, one does not know the upper
bound of the generalization error for the final classifier that
has been trained. This is because the variance of the valida-
tion error may be very large even though the average of them
is very small [4].

On the other hand, analytical models are usually derived
based on the bias–variance dilemma [3] and are functions of
training error and number of effective parameters of the clas-
sifier. The number of effective parameters for linear classifier
could be found accurately. However, for nonlinear classifi-
ers, usually only a very loose upper bound could be found
and VC-dimension is one of the bounds of it [2]. The upper
bounds of the VC-dimensions of RBFNN (h(RBFNN)) and
SVM (h(SVM)) are

h(RB F N N ) < 4M log2 (24eM Z), (1)

h(SV M) < min (r/m, n) + 1, (2)

where M, Z, r, m and n denote the number of hidden neurons,
the maximum value of input, the radius of the hypersphere
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which contain all the training samples in the kernel space,
the width of the margin and the number of dimensions of
the kernel space. One may notice that (1) grows quickly with
respect to the M. Furthermore, with probability 1 − η the
generalization error bound for all unseen samples in terms of
mean square error (MSE; Rtrue) is given by [8]

Rtrue ≤ Remp + (Bε/2)

(
1 +

√
1 + (

4Remp/Bε
))

, (3)

and

ε ≤ 4[ln (2l/h) + 1]/(l/h) + [− ln (η/4)]/ l, (4)

where l, B, Remp, η denote the number of training samples,
the maximum value of the MSE, the training error and the
confidence of the bound. One may find that the VC-dimen-
sion is only a function of the number of hidden neurons, but
not their values. Therefore, two RBFNNs with the same num-
ber of hidden neurons yielding the same training error for the
same training dataset will have the same generalization error
bound. However, these two RBFNNs may not yield the same
generalization capability in general.

In practice, a classifier trained using training dataset
should not be expected to working well for unseen samples
which are totally different from the training dataset. For those
unseen samples, the classifier outputs are usually unreliable
and the classification results are expected to be bad for those
unseen samples [9]. In [5], a localized generalization error
model was proposed. Only the unseen samples which are
similar to the training dataset are considered. Their MSE
for a particularly trained classifier is bounded above by this
localized generalization error model. Importantly, classifiers
with the same number of effective parameters but different
values of the parameters will produce different values using
this error model.

The major component of the localized generalization er-
ror model is the stochastic sensitivity measure (ST-SM) of
the trained classifier. In this paper, the novel ST-SM for SVM
with Gaussian kernel is presented. Therefore, the localized
generalization error model is extended from RBFNN [5] to
SVM. The selection of the number of hidden neurons is a
significant research issue in RBFNN. Therefore, an architec-
ture selection method was proposed in [5] and experimen-
tal results will also be presented in this work. Furthermore,
we visualize the decision boundaries of classifiers using the
training samples yielding the large ST-SM. This visualiza-
tion is compared with the one using support vectors in input
space.

Section 2 introduces the localized generalization error
model. The ST-SMs for RBFNN and SVM are presented
in Sect. 3. The experimental results of pattern classification
using RBFNN trained using the localized generalization error
are given in Sect. 4. Sect. 5 presents the decision boundaries
visualization using both the support vectors and the most
sensitive vectors. We conclude this work in Sect. 6.

2 Localized generalization error model

We bound above the generalization error for unseen samples
which are similar to the training dataset only [5]. We de-
note this set of unseen samples by the Q-union and this is
the union of all Q-neighborhoods. In particular, the bth Q-
neighborhood is defined as the set of all unseen samples
which sup-norm from the bth training sample (X(b)) is smaller
than Q

S(b)
Q = {X : |�xi | ≤ Q ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , N }, (5)

where �X = X−X(b) = (�x1, �x2, . . . , �xN )′, N denotes
the number of input features.

One may notice that the Q value is an arbitrary real num-
ber and thus this could be very small or very large. When the
Q value approaches zero, the Q-union approaches the train-
ing dataset. In contrast, when the Q value approaches infinity,
the Q-union approaches the entire input space. The localized
generalization error (RSM ) is defined as:∫
SQ

( fθ (X) − F(X))2 p(X)dX, (6)

where p(X), fθ and F denote the probability density function
of the inputs, the classifier with parameter set θ and the true
unknown input–output mapping function. In this work, the
MSE is of particular interest because it is widely adopted in
neural network training. Moreover, both neural network and
SVM are real-valued output classifiers, if one minimizes only
the classification error, many classification decisions will be
indecisive [1]. For example, we have a classifier outputting
0 and 1 for class 1 and 2 decisions. If only the classification
error is minimized, the classifier outputs are most likely to be
around the 0.5 and just fall to the correct region slightly. In
contrast, one could quantitatively evaluate classifiers trained
by minimizing the MSE. For the same training classification
accuracy, the classifier yielding smaller MSE could be bet-
ter than the one yielding larger MSE. This is because the one
yielding smaller MSE is supposed to be better in approximat-
ing the unknown true input–output mapping function. With
probability 1 − η, we have [5]:

RSM(Q) ≤ 1

l

l∑
b=1

∫

S(b)
Q

( fθ (X) − F(X))2
(

1/(2Q)N
)

d �X

+B
√

ln η/(−2l)

≤
(√

Remp +
√

E
(
(�y)2) + A

)2

+B
√

ln η/(−2l)

= R∗
SM(Q), (7)

where E((�y)2), A and 1/(2Q)N denote the stochastic sen-
sitivity of the classifier (ST-SM), the maximum difference
between all the known F(X) and the probability density
of the unseen samples in the Q-neighborhood, respectively.
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The training error could be found after we trained the classi-
fier and the constant A could be determined after we fixed the
training dataset. The last term vanishes when the number of
training samples approaches infinity. The major component
of the R∗

SM is the ST-SM which is defined as the expectation of
the squared differences between training and unseen samples
within the Q-union. This is a general concept which appli-
cable to any classifier with real-valued output. In this work,
we show the ST-SMs for two widely adopted Gaussian-based
classifiers: RBFNN and SVM. The localized generalization
error model could be applied to RBFNN (SVM) by plugging
in the ST-SM for RBFNN (SVM) into Eq. (7).

2.1 Stochastic sensitivity measure of RBFNN

The functional form of the RBFNN using Gaussian activation
function is defined as

fθ (X) =
M∑

j=1

w j exp

(∥∥X − U j
∥∥2

−v2
j

)
+ β, (8)

where β, M, w j , v j and U j denote the bias term, the num-
ber of hidden neurons, connection weights between the j th
hidden neuron and the output, the width and center values
of the j th hidden neuron, respectively. We do not have the
knowledge about the distribution of the unseen samples and
thus uniform distribution is applied in the computation of the
ST-SM. Such that, all of the unseen samples have the same
chance to occur in future in our model. Furthermore, we make
no assumption on the distribution of the inputs. By the cen-
tral limit theorem, the sum of random variables tends to a
normal distribution. That is, the inputs to the hidden neurons
(s j = ‖X(b) − U j‖2 and s∗

j = ‖X(b) + �X − U j‖2) could
be assumed to have normal distributions and therefore the
output of the hidden neurons have log-normal distributions.
By using these assumptions, we have the ST-SM for RBFNN
to be defined as [5]

E
(
(�y)2)

= E

⎛
⎜⎝

⎡
⎣ M∑

j=1

w j exp

(
s∗

j

−2v2
j

)
−

M∑
j=1

w j exp

(
s j

−2v2
j

)⎤
⎦

2
⎞
⎟⎠

=
M∑

j=1

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ϕ j

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

exp

⎛
⎝4

∑N
i=1 σ 2

�xi

(
σ 2

xi
+ (

μxi − u ji
)2 + 0.2σ 2

�xi

)
2v4

j

− 2
∑N

i=1 σ 2
�xi

2v2
j

⎞
⎠

− 2 exp

⎛
⎝

∑N
i=1 σ 2

�xi

(
σ 2

xi
+ (

μxi − u ji
)2 + 0.2σ 2

�xi

)
2v4

j

−
∑N

i=1 σ 2
�xi

2v2
j

⎞
⎠ + 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

≈
M∑

j=1

ϕ j

⎛
⎝

∑N
i=1 σ 2

�xi

(
σ 2

xi
+ (

μxi − u ji
)2 + 0.2σ 2

�xi

)
v4

j

⎞
⎠ (9)

=
M∑

j=1

ϕ j

⎛
⎝

∑N
i=1

Q2

3

(
σ 2

xi
+ (

μxi − u ji
)2 + 0.2 Q2

3

)
v4

j

⎞
⎠

= 1

3
Q2

M∑
j=1

υ j + 0.2

9
Q4 N

M∑
j=1

ζ j , (10)

whereϕ j = (
w j

)2 exp
((

Var
(
s j

)/
2v4

j

)
−

(
E

(
s j

)/
v2

j

))
,

E
(
s j

) = ∑N
i=1

(
σ 2

xi
+ (

μxi − u ji
)2

)
,ζ j = ϕ j/v

4
j ,

V ar
(
s j

) = ∑n
i=1

(
E

[(
xi − μxi

)4
]
−(

σ 2
xi

)2+4E
[(

xi −μxi

)3
]

×(
μxi +u ji

) +4σ 2
xi

(
μxi + u ji

)2
)

,

υ j = ϕ j

(∑N
i=1

(
σ 2

xi
+ (

μxi − u ji
)2

)/
v4

j

)
, μi and σ 2

xi

denote the mean and variance of the i th input feature, u ji

denotes the i th input feature of the j th center and σ 2
�xi

de-
notes the variance of the �xi . Furthermore, we assumed �xi
has a uniform distribution, therefore σ 2

�xi
= (2Q)2/12 =

Q2/3.
One may notice that the RBFNN ST-SM increases when-

ever the complexity of the RBFNN output increases. For
example, if the RBFNN outputs fluctuate a lot for a small
change in the input values, the RBFNN ST-SM will be large.
On the other hand, the RBFNN ST-SM will be zero if the
output of the RBFNN does not change for any change in the
input values. One may observe from Eq. (7) that even though
the ST-SM is zero, the generalization error will still be large
if the training error is high. Therefore, a RBFNN with good
generalization capability should yield small values in both
training error and ST-SM. This indicates that the RBFNN
learns the training dataset well and has good consistency in
classifying the samples.
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2.2 Stochastic sensitivity measure of SVM

The SVM training minimizes the structural risk rather than the
empirical risk (training error) as RBFNN does. However,
the localized generalization error model (R∗

SM) works with
a trained classifier and is transparent to the training algo-
rithm of the classifier. Therefore, we could apply the R∗

SM to
the SVM as long as we concern the MSE of the SVM. As
mentioned before, the generalization error bound for entire
input space may not be helpful in evaluation of classifiers.
For example, when one trains a classifier to distinguish ani-
mal images, this is helpless to evaluate this classifier using
images of building [6]. The functional form of the SVM using
Gaussian kernel function is defined as [8].

fθ (X) =
M∑

j=1

α j y j exp

(∥∥X − X j
∥∥2

−c

)
+ β, (11)

where X j , α j , y j and c denote the j th support vector, the Lag-
range multiplier for the j th support vector, the target output
of the j th training sample, the width of the Gaussian kernel,
respectively. In Eq. (10), M denotes the number of support
vectors. One may notice that the functional forms of RBFNN
and SVM with Gaussian kernel are the same after changing
some of the variables. Furthermore, the SVM with Gauss-
ian kernel was applied to find the centers for RBFNN in
[7]. This was proved that the SVM outperforms the RBFNN
for binary classification problem in [7], however the exper-
imental results in [6], showed that this may not be true for
multiclass problems. The ST-SM for the SVM with Gaussian
kernel is defined as

E
(
(�y)2) =

M∑
j=1

(
α j y j

)2 exp

⎛
⎝2Var

(
k j

)
c2 −

2E
(

k j

)
c

⎞
⎠

×

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

4
∑N

i=1
Q2

3

(
σ 2

xi
+

(
μxi −x ( j)

i

)2+0.2 Q2

3

)

c2

⎞
⎟⎟⎠,

(12)

where k j = ∥∥X−X( j)
∥∥2

, Var
(
k j

) = ∑N
i=1

(
ED

[(
xi −μxi

)4
]

− (
σ 2

xi

)2 + 4ED

[(
xi − μxxi

)3
](

μxi − x ( j)
i

)
+4σ 2

xi

(
μxi −

x ( j)
i

))
, E

(
k j

) = ∑N
i=1

(
σ 2

xi
+

(
μxi − x ( j)

i

)2
)

and x ( j)
i

denotes the i th feature value of the j th support vector.
One could find the localized generalization error bound

for the SVM with Gaussian kernel by substituting Eq. (11)
into Eq. (7). The SVM ST-SM shows the expectation of the
squared output differences between training and unseen sam-
ples within the Q-union. By comparing Eqs. (3) and (7), one
may notice that the ST-SM serves as an alternative metric to
the VC-dimensions for measuring the complexity of the SVM.

By using the R∗
SM, we evaluate a generalization error bound

which is different from the conventional one adopted in SVM.
The generalization error in SVM evaluated via VC-dimen-
sion is a bound for the entire input space, while the R∗

SM eval-
uates the generalization error for SVM in a neighborhood of
the training samples in the input space. Furthermore, this may
be not very meaningful to discuss the neighborhood in the
kernel space because it is an unknown and extremely high
dimensional space. The VC-dimension of SVM with Gauss-
ian kernel easily reaches infinity. Remarkably, the R∗

SM works
in the input space directly and this may be more meaningful
to know how much difference between unseen and training
samples that could be allowed for a given threshold of gen-
eralization error upper bound.

Although the SVM has a sound theoretical foundation, its
training requires ad-hoc selection of parameters, e.g. the type
of kernel function and the width of the Gaussian kernels. In
practice, cross-validation is adopted to repeatedly search for
the optimal parameters within a given search space and either
the validation error or training error is used as the objective
function. The proposed localized generalization error model
for SVM could serve as an alternative objective function for
one to minimize during the search of the optimal parameters
for SVM. In Sect. 3, one will find that the RBFNN found by
minimizing the R∗

SM outperforms the one minimizing cross-
validation error, in terms of both higher testing accuracies
and faster training. On the other hand, a more efficient way
may be combining the localized generalization error model
with the support vector selection and margin optimization in
the training of SVM. However, more works are needed to
build the training algorithm and related theoretical works, so
we may leave it as our future work.

2.3 Selection of the optimal number of hidden neurons
for RBFNN

The selection of the optimal number of hidden neurons is
an open problem in RBFNN training. In [5], we proposed a
method using the R∗

SM to select the optimal number of hidden
neurons for RBFNN. The maximum coverage classifier with
selected generalization (MC2SG) maximizes the Q value for
a given threshold of the R∗

SM. For two RBFNNs with differ-
ent number of hidden neurons f1 and f2, f1 yields R∗

SM = a
using Q1 while f2 yields R∗

SM = a using Q2. If Q1 < Q2,
by the definition of Q-union, classifier f2 cover more unseen
samples with the same generalization error when comparing
with the classifier f1. Thus, the classifier f2 yields a better
generalization capability.

However, the selection of the number of support vectors
is well established in SVM training and thus this may not be
helpful to use the R∗

SM for it. On the other hand, we com-
pare the RBFNN trained using MC2SGwith standard SVM
in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we compare the support vectors with
sensitive-most vectors (SMV) in decision boundaries visu-
alization. The SMVs are the set of training samples which
yield large R∗

SM values.
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Table 1 Average classification accuracy (%) for testing datasets over ten independent runs

Datasets Methods MC2SG 5-CV 10-CV Squen_MSE Squen_01 SQRT(l) l SVM

Breast cancer 97.29 96.99 96.92 97.10 96.43 97.26 93.18 96.62
Heart disease 83.24 82.41 81.37 79.17 60.37 82.59 83.43 84.05
Pima diabetes 79.40 75.86 75.55 72.68 54.37 77.53 32.94 76.69

Table 2 Total training time over ten independent runs

Datasets Methods MC2SG 5-CV 10-CV Squen_MSE Squen_01 SQRT(l) l SVM

Breast cancer 1 3360 10127 1 13 1 18 20
Heart disease 2 101 314 36 29 1 2 5
Pima diabetes 13 2806 8241 707 1012 1 25 51

Table 3 Average number of hidden neurons and support vectors over ten independent runs

Datasets Methods MC2SG 5-CV 10-CV Squen_MSE Squen_01 SQRT(l) l SVM

Breast cancer 2.1 25.1 27.8 2.0 42.8 19.0 350.0 76.8
Heart disease 8.8 11.3 16.5 52.5 51.8 12.0 135.0 104.2
Pima diabetes 22.0 54.0 57.2 275.2 291.6 20.0 384.0 236.6

3 Experimental results for pattern classification
problems

Three real world datasets from the UCI machine learning
repository are used to compare the classification accuracies
between the RBFNN trained using MC2SG and SVM with
Gaussian kernel. All of them are binary classification prob-
lems. Ten independent runs are performed for each of the
datasets and 50% of samples are selected as the training
dataset in each run. The SVM is trained with parameter opti-
mized using cross-validations. Moreover, the experimental
results are also compared with six widely adopted architec-
ture selection techniques for RBFNN: two cross-validation
methods, two sequential learning methods and two ad-hoc
choices of the number of hidden neurons. As suggested in
[4], five-folds (5-CV) and ten-folds (10-CV) cross-valida-
tions are used in the experiments. The “Sequen_MSE’ and
“Sequen_01” methods are to add hidden neurons until, respec-
tively, the training MSE < 0.025 and the classification error is
minimized. The ad-hoc method denoted by l is the number of
training samples which uses every training sample as a cen-
ter of RBFNN hidden neuron. The ad-hoc method “SQRT(l)”
method is to select the number of hidden neurons so that it is
equal to the square root of the number of training samples.

Table 1 presents the average testing accuracy of ten inde-
pendent runs for all the methods. One may notice that the
RBFNNs trained using MC2SG outperform the RBFNNs
trained using other methods. The sequential learning method
Squen_01 performs worse than ad-hoc choice of SQRT(l).
This reinforces our thinking that minimizing the classifica-
tion error only may not be a good choice for real-valued
output classifiers. Some of the training samples may have
a classification decisions which are just passing the deci-
sion threshold. The ad-hoc choice of using all training sam-
ples as RBFNN’s center performs worst in breast cancer
and pima diabetes. This is because the RBFNNs have too

large complexity and try to memorize the training samples
rather than learning the input–output mapping function. On
the other hand, the performance of the RBFNNs trained us-
ing MC2SG is worse than SVM in the experiments of the
heart disease dataset by 0.8% on average. On the other hand,
the MC2SG performs better than SVM in the experiments
using the other two datasets by 0.4 and 1.8%, respectively.
The experimental results show that the RBFNN trained using
MC2SGis comparable to SVM even in binary classification
problems.

The total running times for MC2SGfor ten independent
runs in experiments for all the three datasets are the second
fastest among all the methods (Table 2). The ad-hoc choice of
selecting the number of hidden neurons to be the square root
of the number of training samples is fast because no selection
of parameter is needed. Selecting the number of hidden neu-
rons using cross-validation methods is very time consuming
and infeasible for large datasets.

Table 3 shows the average number of hidden neurons
selected by various methods and the SVM column shows the
number of support vectors for the Gaussian kernel SVM. One
may notice that the numbers of support vectors are large in
all the experiments. On the other hand, the MC2SG meth-
ods finds RBFNNs with fewer number of hidden neurons,
but higher testing accuracies. The large numbers of support
vectors indicate that the samples in the datasets have many
overlapping between two classes. The SVMs need to project
the training samples to a much higher dimensional feature
space where the samples from different class are linearly
separable.

4 Decision boundaries visualization

Every training sample contributes to the R∗
SM. For a given Q

value, one could evaluate the generalization error for unseen
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samples around the bth training sample (X(b)) by feeding
in the X(b) into the ST-SM equation instead of the whole
dataset. That is, the mean values of the training dataset are
replaced by the feature values of X(b) and all the variance of
inputs equal to zero. In Eq. (7), both the constants and train-
ing error are fixed after we trained the classifier, The R∗

SMof
a training sample depends only on the ST-SM. Therefore, we
denote the set of training samples which yields large ST-SM
by SMV. The sample yielding a large value in ST-SM indi-
cates that the classifier outputs around this sample fluctuate
a lot. One may expect this sample located near to one of the
decision boundaries in the input space of the classifier.

On the other hand, support vectors (SV) of SVM are de-
fined to be the set of training samples which allocated nearest
to the decision boundary between two classes. This is based
on the assumption in SVM that the samples from the two
classes are linearly separable in the projected kernel space.

One may notice that both SVs and SMVs are the sets
of training samples which allocated nearest to the decision
boundaries of the classifier. However, the SVs are found in
the kernel space which is projected by the kernel functions
and usually has a dimension much larger than the original
input space. In contrast, the SMVs are found in the original
input space. More importantly, the SMV does not require the
assumption of linearly separability because the SMVs are
those samples which yields large ST-SM. In [7] and the fol-
lowing figures show that the SVs for SVM using Gaussian
kernel surround the clusters rather than locating on the deci-
sion boundaries when we plot them in the input space. In con-
trast, the SMVs visualize the decision boundaries between
classes.

We use two three-class problems from the UCI machine
learning repository to demonstrate the differences between
the SVs and SMVs. We plot only two features for each data-
set to facilitate the visualization. These features are selected
if they visually separating the classes. The UCI IRIS dataset
consists of three classes and one of the class is linearly separa-
ble. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the samples in various
classes with the third and fourth features. For the SVMs, the

Fig. 1 Distribution of the samples for UCI IRIS dataset

one-against-all method is adopted to deal with the multiclass
problem.

From Fig. 2, one may observe that the SMVs describe the
decision boundaries very well. However, the SVs in Fig. 3
surround the samples in each class rather than describing the
decision boundaries in the input space.

Figure 4 describes the distribution of the samples in the
7th and 12th features of the UCI wine dataset. One may find
that this dataset is more complicated when compared with the
UCI IRIS dataset. The SMVs, again, excellently describe
the decision boundaries in Fig. 5. In contrast to the SMVs, the
SVs in Fig. 6 seem to be randomly distributing all around the
input space.

These figures show that the SMVs could visualize the
decision boundaries of the classifier in the input space. In a
two-dimensional space, one could find the decision bound-
aries by human eye and draw the intuitive decision bound-
aries. However, when the number of features is larger than 3,
this is very difficult to visualize it by human. The SMVs pro-
vide a systematic way to visualize the decision boundaries of
the classifier. These decision boundaries indicate the region
of the input space where the classifier changes its decisions.

Fig. 2 Distribution of the SMVs (Shaded Points) for UCI IRIS dataset

Fig. 3 Distribution of the SVs (Shaded Points) for UCI IRIS dataset
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Fig. 4 Distribution of the samples for UCI wine dataset

Fig. 5 Distribution of the SMVs (shaded points) for UCI wine dataset

Fig. 6 Distribution of the SVs (shaded points) for UCI wine dataset

However, one may notice that the decision boundaries of the
classifier may not be the same one to the decision bound-
aries in the real unknown input–output mapping function.
Moreover, these decision boundaries may change when the
parameters in the classifier change due to the change in deci-
sion made by the classifier changes.

The major drawback of using SMVs is that one needs to
determine the number of SMVs. In the experiments described
in this section, we select the one-third of samples which yield
the largest ST-SM, i.e., R∗

SM, values. This is an important
future work to find an automatic problem independent method
to select the number of SMVs.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we described the localized generalization er-
ror models for Gaussian-based classifiers. In particular, we
demonstrated this model using the RBFNN and SVM with
Gaussian kernel. Furthermore, this model could be easily
extended to other Gaussian-based classifier by defining the
corresponding ST-SM. Moreover, the localized generaliza-
tion error model of RBFNN was adopted to select the opti-
mal number of hidden neurons for RBFNN. The resulting
RBFNNs were compared with standard SVMs and found
comparable testing accuracies for binary classification prob-
lems.

On the other hand, we visualized the decision boundaries
of classifiers in the input space using the localized general-
ization error model. This helps in better understanding the
trained classifier. Furthermore, this is an interesting future
research topic of applying the SMV to find a multiclass SVM
to replace the multiple binary SVMs for solving multiclass
classification problems.
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